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Trust us to come up with the 
solutions that you need!
We believe that giving our customers simple, honest, on-time, quality service is still 
every bit as important today as it was when the company was first started back in 1969. 

Here is our commitment to you:

Simple… Your expectations are the goal that we constantly strive to exceed, by providing you 
with world-class solutions to your ground management needs.

Honest… We have an enduring passion for what we do, which you will find is evident every time 
you have contact with us. Our modern, dynamic, forward thinking approach is backed up by the 
solid experience of serving the ground management industry for the past 44 years, since 1969.

On-Time… With a total focus on customer satisfaction, we will work along with you to 
provide you with simple, cost-effective solutions, on time and within budget…every time.

Quality Service… Trust us…your total satisfaction is our number one priority, wherever 
you are, worldwide.

Contact us:

GreenTek Solutions Ltd 

Manor Farm
Otley Road
Leeds  
LS16 7AL   UK

Tel: 0113 267 6000
Fax: 0113 267 2222        

Email: info@greentek.org.uk
Web: www.greentek.org.uk
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“ Your golfers want the best 
greens in the world...!”

GreenTek – World Leaders in    Greensmower Attachments...

There’s no escaping the fact that golfers do want to play on the best greens in the world. 
And, given the chance, that is exactly what every Greenkeeper would like to provide 
them with, or at least the best in the local area.

That is why you carefully select one of the best greensmowers in the world to mow them 
with.  And that is why at GreenTek we have worked along with you for so many years to 
develop the best greensmower attachments in the world.  

Let’s face it - the best greens in the world, 
aren’t going to happen by accident.  You 
need the very best greenkeeping skills, 
and the best equipment, if you’re going 
to make that happen. 

And we’re right here to help you with 
that challenge!

The best greensmowers in the world...

The best greensmower attachments in the world.

Thatch-Away True-Surface

Dyna-Seeder
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Dyna-Seeder
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How the 
revolutionary 
Dyna-Seeder 
works...
1  The vibra-spiker mechanism vibrates 

the spikes into the ground which 
produces thousands of clean open holes 
for the seed to lodge and germinate in.

2  At the same time the seed is precisely 
metered out onto the green at the 
most economical application rate 
and pushed into the ground by the 
rotating spikes as they penetrate. 

3  The precision seeding mechanism has 
a wide range of pre-set application 
rates which will handle bent seeds, 
fescue seeds and mixtures. Even 
pure bent can now be accurately and 
economically sown, without wind drift.

4  Enjoy the excellent germination rate, 
and fresh dense growth on your greens!

Are your greens getting past  
their prime?
If your greens are slowly filling up with Poa Annua, when really you are wanting to increase the 

percentage of bent and fescue in them, here’s the easy way to do it.

Simply Dyna-Seed them.  

Overseeding is like a blood transfusion that puts fresh vigorous new growth into your turf.  The problem 

that greenkeepers usually face with overseeding is that their members object to the disruption, so they have 

to wait till too late in the year when the warmth has gone out of the soil, and then they don’t get proper 

germination.  This is a huge waste of expensive seed.

The new Dyna-Seeder units open up a totally different opportunity.  Because they fit so discreetly on your triple 

mower, your members won’t even notice what you are doing, thus letting you do it when the soil is warm. Their 

super precise mechanism can plant pure bent seed at just 5g per metre, accurately and without wind drift.

Special trolleys store the Dynamics units when not in use, 

and enable them to be fitted to the mower with ease.

NEW

“ Fescue seeds clearly in the holes  
made – saved about 2/3 normal 
amount of seed”

“ 80% germination of Bent seed 
after 2 weeks”

“You grow what you sow!” 

GreenTekTM

3	 The most direct way to get 
the grass species you want, 
growing in your greens

3	 Vibratory spiker creates neat 
plant pots for seed to lodge in

3	 Highly accurate metering 
saves huge expense on seed

3	 Members unlikely to notice 
reseeding work being done 
with a triple mower

3	 The whole seeding operation 
on 18 greens can now be done 
in hours, not days - and at any 
warm time throughout the 
season, for successful germination
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Fast micro coring with your 
greens triple mower.
Now that is revolutionary! A greenkeepers’ dream! Hollow coring using a triplex, so quick and clean that the 

members will hardly notice it being done.

The Dyna-Corer’s micro tines effectively remove thousands of tiny core plugs.  An ideal thatch control or 

pre-seeding treatment. The coring depth can be precisely adjusted down to a maximum of 25mm.

Interchangeable solid tines are also available, plus NEW cross tines.

Dyna-Corer

The side-ejection tines remove thousands of 

neat cores.

NEW

The discreet way to micro core 

your greens without your members 

noticing or objecting – do it with your 

greensmower!

TINE OPTIONS

Hollow Core Tines

Solid Tines

Needle Tines

Cross Tines

“ One of those pieces of equipment that 
comes available every few years and 
is“Wow!”  and it changes the way you 
maintain your greens.”

GreenTekTM

3	 Relieves surface compaction

3	 Prevents surface sealing to 
enable air and water to reach 
the root zone

3	 Effective thatch removal in 
dry weather without risk of 
cracking from deep grooving

3	 Excellent preparation before 
seeding

3	 Exceptionally smooth and 
quiet in operation
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Dyna-Brush

NEW
Contra-rotating  
brush units
These units incorporate a reverse 

drive gearbox so that the brushes 

rotate the opposite way to the 

direction of travel.  This gives the 

brushes superior performance for 

cleaning out debris from within the 

turf surface, and stimulates a healthy 

erect sward. The Dyna-Brush units are the ideal 

partners for the Dyna-Corers for golf courses that want 

perfectly clean greens in the minimum time and with 

no disruption or disturbance.

They are also equally brilliant for collecting pine 

needles and the like that become embedded in the turf 

and are so hard to remove by any other means.

Dyna-Spiker

FREE SLICING BLADES

Powered spiker  
& slicer
Similar to a Sarel Roller, but utilising 

a patented powered vibration 

principle, the Dyna-Spiker drives its 

spikes deeper into the root zone, and 

opens up a longer slit.  For 2013 these 

units will be supplied with a free set of rotary 

slicing blades which can be quickly fitted making this an 

incredibly versatile and useful piece of equipment. 

When golf greens become hard in summer drought 

conditions, the NEW Dyna-Spikers’ vibratory spiking 

action is the solution, powering its spikes through the 

hard surface and deep into the root zone.

These versatile units provide you with an effective means 

of opening up parched greens to enable irrigation, 

wetting agent or fertiliser to penetrate. This machine is an 

exceedingly versatile item of aeration equipment that you 

can use all season long, giving you excellent value for money.

The Dyna-Spiker produces neat deep 

slits and an undisturbed surface.

The Dyna-Brushes are ideal for 

collecting aeration cores.

“ Wow - there is absolutely no disturbance!”

“ Nothing else penetrates as deep without 
using a tractor mounted implement.”

“ Very impressed with the Dyna Brush  
- it worked wonders, standing up the 
grass and cleaning out the sward.”

“ Collected the Dyna-Corer’s cores even 
though they were very wet - amazing!”

3	 Collects dead grass, clippings 
and even pine needles from 
within the turf

3	 Sweeps up mini-cores and 
similar debris to leave a 
perfectly clean surface

3	 Contra-rotating action stands 
the grass up

3	 Penetrates when the ground is 
too hard for even Sarel Rollers 
to have an effect

3	 Allows air, water, wetting 
agents and fertiliser to 
revitalise the roots and keep 
the turf healthy

3	 Can be used any time of year 
with minimum disturbance
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Report from  
The Open
Greenkeepers everywhere will remember 

the 2011 Open Championship at Royal 

St George’s for the reports about the 

excellent condition of the putting 

surfaces on the greens. However, what 

few will ever know is the full extent of the 

minute attention to detail that went into 

preparing those surfaces. 

This even extended to the choice of which 

greens rollers should be used.  Prior to 

the tournament, a direct comparative test 

was conducted between the True-Surface  

Select-A-Vibe rollers and a well known 

“Turf Iron” type ride-on roller  to see which 

produced the fastest putting surface. 

The outcome was that the Select-A-Vibe 

rollers produced th e greatest speed 

gain, by adding a further 16 ½” of ball 

roll distance to their already firm and 

fast greens, as a result of which they were 

chosen as the rollers to be used for the 

Championship preparation.

STRI, as the official agronomists for The 

Championship Committee, used the STRI 

Trueness Meter at The Open to regularly 

measure the smoothness and trueness of the 

greens, and complimented the Greenkeeping 

Team on producing ‘some of the smoothest 

greens ever recorded by the STRI team’.

for  the smoothest greens 
the fastest surface, and 
the safest operation

the smoothest greens
the fastest surface, 
the safest operation

the smoothest greens
the fastest surface, 
the safest operation

smoothest 
fastest 
safest

H&S factor is vital
Royal St George’s has some superb revetted bunkers 
close to their greens, and a very important factor in 
their choice of greens rollers was that the Health and 
Safety consultant insisted that they must be able to be 
used and manoeuvred with total safety in all situations.  
After testing other options, the only one which the 
team felt comfortable with was the Select-A-Vibe roller 
units, fitted to their hybrid greens mowers.

GreenTekTM
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Select-A-Vibe

There is nothing like a combination of drag brushing and vibratory 
rolling for filling your coring holes. And by getting the topdressing further 
down into the surface, you stop it blunting your mower’s blades as much, 
dramatically reducing downtime and regrinding costs.

Vibrating-in Topdressing
It is not just the fact that Select-A-Vibe rollers produce measurably smoother and faster greens than other types 

of rollers that makes them the best choice.  It’s because they are the logical choice in every way.

They are faster in use than other rollers, because they cover a full 5’ (1.5m) width.  Their three individual 22” 

units follow contours better than anything else, just like your mower does.  And you drive them facing straight 

ahead, which not only means they leave straight stripes behind, but it gives you the assurance that all levels of 

staff can use them safely.

And - most importantly - they are so easy for the operator to use.  You don’t have to sit sideways and screw your 

neck back and forth as you zigzag from side to side across the green.  You don’t struggle for traction on wet slopes.  

And you don’t have to climb off and hitch up to a utility vehicle to drive from one green to the next.  Nor do you 

have to drive to the fuel station to buy petrol for them, because they operate on your diesel greensmower.

On top of which you can also do so many other tasks with them because of their unique variable vibratory action...

The best greens rollers in the  world...
The three units follow contours and leave 
straight full-width stripes, just like your 
mower does.

Full 60” (1.5m) rolling width enables you 
roll greens quick enough to keep ahead of 
the players.

GreenTekTM

3	 Three individual 22” roller 
units

3  Follow your greens’ contours 
just like your mowers do

3  Roll straight stripes that 
match your mowing width

3  Quick to use and to transport 
from green to green

3  Vibrate-in topdressing without 
bridging over coring holes

3  The most operator-friendly 
greens roller available
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Select-A-Vibe
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Select-A-Vibe rollers are available for both electric 
and hydraulic drive greens mowers.

Do all your 
greens stimp at 
the same speed? 
They can do!
The Select-A Vibe rollers give you a unique 

advantage over any non-vibratory type 

of roller, in that their vibratory action 

enables 

you to 

even out 

speed 

incon-

sistencies 

between 

greens. 

By varying 

your speed 

of travel 

as you are rolling different greens, you 

can vary the vibrations per metre that you 

apply to each, and hence the effect.

Thus by rolling at a slower speed on a 

slow green, and faster on a fast green, the 

greenspeeds of both can be equalised.  

Wouldn’t your golfers like that?

Whatever your mower...

Only Select-A-Vibes can do all this for you...
VIBRATION POWER LEVELS

1 Establishing New Greens

2 Regular Rolling

3 Pre-Competition Rolling

4 Trueing Up After Aeration

5 Vibrating-in Topdressing

These suggested power levels are a starting point from 
which you can experiment and find the optimum 
settings to suit your particular greens conditions.The 5 levels of vibration power are easily adjustable.

Selct-A-Vibe rollers fit all popular greens mowers.

GreenTekTM
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Legendary...
It is not by coincidence that almost all of the top golf courses in Europe use the  

Thatch-Away Supa-System. Good news travels fast, and the Thatch-Aways’ awesome 

ability to cleanly remove and collect up thatch has made them legendary.

Thatch is the number one enemy of good putting surfaces.  This layer of excess 

organic matter holds water, and therefore encourages shallow-rooted Poa Annua to 

dominate the turf.   Thatch produces a surface that is soft and spongy when damp, 

yet quickly dries out and turns yellow at the first sign of a drought.

No wonder that the Thatch-Away Supa-System is viewed by the majority of 

Greenkeepers as a basic “must have” in their line up of equipment.

Thatch-Away

Checking root-zone samples on 
each green reveals the extent of 
your thatch layer.

It is not by coincidence that almost all of the top golf courses in Europe use the 

Thatch-Away Supa-System. Good news travels fast, and the Thatch-Aways’ awesome

ability to cleanly remove and collect up thatch has made them legendary.

Thatch is the number one enemy of good putting surfaces.  This layer of excess 

organic matter holds water, and therefore encourages shallow-rooted Poa Annua to 

dominate the turf.   Thatch produces a surface that is soft and spongy when damp, 

yet quickly dries out and turns yellow at the first sign of a drought.

No wonder that the Thatch-Away Supa-System is viewed by the majority of 

Greenkeepers as a basic “must have” in their line up of equipment.

Checking root-zone samples on 
each green reveals the extent of 
your thatch layer.

GreenTekTM
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Thatch-Away Your Greens Maintenance Team...

Verticutter

Fine-Grass

Bermuda Tamer

Groomer / Poa Buster

Scarifier

Deep Slicer

Sarel Roller

Star Slitter

Rotary  
Brush

Topdressing  
Brush

Greens  
Roller

Perfect partnership...
Look at all that thatch blasting into the grass box! There is just 

nothing to compare with the Thatch-Aways’ unique ability to cleanly 

cut out and collect up thatch.  And on top of that, the way they leave 

the surface beautifully groomed and immediately playable.

But there’s also much more that the Thatch-Away Supa-System will 

do – just as easily and effectively.  The Supa-System is the perfect  

partner for your greens triple mower, and maximises its usefulness  

like nothing else does.  

Have you got the full System yet, or are you still building yours up?

A special fitting kit  
enables Thatch-Aways to fit  

on the new Toro Triflex - see page 34.

The Thatch-Away Supa-System is the 
ultimate everyday greens maintenance 
partner for your triplex.

Available to  
fit all popular greens mowers.

Fine-Grass

NEW

Bermuda Tamer

NEW

GreenTekTM

3	 Complete triplex-operated 
greens maintenance system

3	 Saves huge amounts of  
man-hours and money

3	 Unmatched verticutting and 
collecting performance

3	 Improved turf texture gives 
faster green speeds

3	 Safe and secure cassette 
change.  No tools needed.

Thatch-Away – it does exactly what it says!

“ The world’s most 
effective thatch 
collecting verticutter.”
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Free Storage Rack
If you haven’t already got one of these smart storage racks in your maintenance 

facility, you ought to have! Simply order two extra sets of cassettes and we’ll give 

you this rack worth £650, FREE OF CHARGE with our compliments.

Your  
ultimate 
goal!

Now you can change cassettes while 
your Thatch-Aways are still on  
your mower!
Because the new Toro TriFlex* 

does not use grassbox carrier 

frames like previous models did, 

it provides far better access to 

the units.  This has inspired us 

to develop a totally new type 

of fitting kit which enables 

the Thatch-Away Supa-System 

cassettes to be swapped with the 

units still on the mower, if the 

user so wishes.  And thanks to 

the new quick motor mounting 

design, the whole operation can 

be done in just seconds – without 

any tools!

* Manufacturer’s names used for purpose of 
identification only. No association implied.

1

3

2

4
Open the unit.

Fit the next cassette.

Remove the cassette.

The new Toro TriFlex does not 
have grass box carrier frames like 
previous models did (right). This 
enables clear access for changing 
cassettes with the units still on the 
mower - even the centre unit!

Latch up the unit.

NEW

GreenTekTM



The Star Slitter Cassettes mounted 
on your greens triple mower provide 
a fast way of aerating to a depth of 
approximately 20mm whilst using a 
very low ground pressure power unit. 
The surface is left undisturbed and play 
can  immediately continue.

Star Slitter

With their revolutionary Fan-Force® Tungsten 
tipped blades spaced at just 10mm apart, the 
Verticutter Cassettes will remove and vacuum 
up an incredible amount of thatch. They 
leave an impeccably groomed surface which 
will become increasingly smooth and fast as 
the thatch layer is gently reduced over a period 
of time. Most courses use them set  
between 0 - 3mm working  
depth. Maximum  
depth is  
6mm.

To  keep your turf growing strongly 
in Summer or drought periods when 
the surface tends to get sealed over, the 
Sarel Roller Cassettes are invaluable for 
allowing entry for irrigation water and 
nutrients to a depth of approximately 
20mm. They are also an ideal 
preparation for overseeding  
to produce further new 
growth.

Verticutter Sarel Roller

Groomer / Poa Buster™ Bermuda Tamer™

The soft black rotary brush cassettes are 
ideal for removing dew, worm casts and 
light debris throughout the year.

The stiffer blue version will additionally 
collect the coarser residues left after 
deep scarifying, coring and brushing-in 
topdressing.

Scarifier Rotary Brushes

The new Fine-Grass cassette has ultra-
thin 1mm tungsten tipped blades at 
15mm wide spacings.  This gives a gentle 
yet thorough verticutting action for 
preventing thatch from building up in 
fine fescue and bent grasses. Typical 
working depth 1 - 2mm, maximum  
depth 6mm.

A regular light rolling of your greens enables 
you to maintain a smooth fast surface 
without mowing so close. This is greatly 
beneficial to the health of your turf, and 
relieves you of the stress of continually 
keeping your greens on the limit. These 
solid steel roller cassettes fit straight into the 
Thatch-Away Supa-System units, providing 
you with a highly effective greens  
roller for minimum  
expense.

Fine-Grass™ Greens Roller

The Topdressing Brush Cassettes follow 
the contours of your greens to evenly 
brush-in your topdressing without 
scraping it off the crowns and dumping 
it in the hollows like a dragmat does. 
They are also ideal for standing up the 
grass before you mow to achieve an 
extra clean cut and obtain the fastest 
ball roll.

Deep Slicer Topdressing Brush
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Cassettes for every task...

working depth 1 - 2mm, maximum 
depth 6mm.

For an 
Aerated 
Root Zone

For a  
Thatch-Free 
Root Zone

Gently 
Brushed 
Surface

Keep 
Bermuda 
Healthy

For Fine 
Fescue  
and  
Bent

For a  
Thatch-Free  
Surface

For  
Faster 
Smoother 
Greens

For 
Vigorous 
Roots & 
Growth

For Evenly 
Dispersed 
Topdressing

Through listening 

to Greenkeepers’ 

requirements,  

the range of  

Supa-System 

cassettes has 

grown to include 

all these options...

For a 
Surface 
That 
Breathes

For a 
Smooth 
Textured 
Surface

Periodic use of the Scarifier Cassettes 
set at 8 - 12mm deep will remove and 
sweep up enormous volumes of thatch 
from deep within your root zone, 
enabling air and topdressing to enter, 
and promoting microbial action that will 
further break down the thatch layer.

To thin out and refine coarser grasses, 
particularly Poa Annua, the Groomer/
Poa Buster Cassettes have specially thin 
blades with offset Tungsten tips that 
cut at just 5mm spacings. Used at a 
0 - 2mm working depth they encourage 
fine textured turf. Although it is virtually 
unnoticeable that this operation has 
been done, the difference in  
green speed can be  
dramatic.

To prune the grass roots stimulating 
vigorous new growth, and to enable air to 
penetrate even deeper into the root zone 
allowing gas exchange to take place, the 
Deep Slicer Cassettes cut continuous 20mm 
deep slits in the green. The specially 
designed blades remove no material, and 
therefore the surface is left  
virtually unmarked and  
immediately  
playable.

Keeping Bermuda grass healthy and 
manicured is a challenge, but now, 
the Bermuda-Tamer cassette provides 
an unbelievably powerful new way of 
keeping this aggressive grass under control.  
Thousands of high tensile steel bristles give 
your turf complete coverage providing  
a superbly groomed surface  
and a smooth true  
ball roll.

NEW

NEW

GreenTekTM
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Unique design features 
   from the  world leader...

Tungsten tipped 
FanForce® blades.

Unique Set By Feel™ height adjustment.

Vacuum fan blade spacers. Patented.

Simple, safe and secure cassette changeover.

No crawling under the 
greensmower

No tools needed

No bolts (to forget to tighten)...

So No CHANCE of cassettes  
falling out on the green!

Patented

Unique B.P.S.
(Blade Protection System)

This is essential because although the 
Tungsten tips will withstand the most 
abrasive sand root zones, they can be 
easily knocked off when sliding the units 
sideways under the mower to fit them.

The B.P.S. prevents this happening by 
 using a two position rear roller which 
raises the blades right off the floor when 
not in use. Patented.

CliCk

Vacuum fan blade spacers. Patented.

Simple, safe and secure cassette changeover.

 crawling under the 
greensmower

 tools needed

 bolts (to forget to tighten)...

No CHANCE
falling out on the green!

Patented

Unique B.P.S.
(Blade Protection System)

This is essential because although the 
Tungsten tips will withstand the most 
abrasive sand root zones, they can be 
easily knocked off when sliding the units 

Vacuum fan blade spacers. Patented.

Simple, safe and secure cassette changeover.

No crawling under the 
greensmower

No tools needed

No bolts (to forget to tighten)...

So No CHANCE
falling out on the green!

Patented

Unique B.P.S.
(Blade Protection System)

This is essential because although the 
Tungsten tips will withstand the most 
abrasive sand root zones, they can be 
easily knocked off when sliding the units 

GreenTekTM



Rear roller scraper trough collects 
debris as you go.

Tungsten tipped blades and finned spacers for 
ultimate cutting and collection performance.

Look at the finish - and all that thatch!

55 Tungsten tipped 
blades cut and 
vacuum up your 
thatch all in one go!

Cut out the thatch
The Thatch-Away 24” and 30” Walk Behind Verticutters are designed to give you the highest performance 

available in any pedestrian verticutter.

This is achieved by the use of patented Fan-Force Tungsten tipped blades that combine with the Thatch-

Away’s extra long grass deflector to create a powerful air vortex which literally sucks up the thatch from 

your green and blasts it into the grassbox, leaving a debris-free surface.

Many other features set the Thatch-Away apart including the precision manufactured rear roller which 

houses a true differential, and the rear roller scraper that incorporates a special trough to actually collect 

the debris it removes.

In addition, a quickly inter-changeable Brush Reel is available for the Thatch-Away. This is ideal for when 

you wish to give the surface just a gentle grooming, or to remove surface debris and Poa Annua seeds.
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Thatch-Away 
Walk Behind

ThaTch-away walk behind (PaTenTed) 24” 30”

Engine Honda GX160 Honda GX160

Power 5.5hp 5.5hp

Working width 61cm (24”) 75cm (30”)

Transport width 102cm (40”) 120cm (47”)

Blades Fan-force® Tungsten Carbide tipped blades

Blade Spacing 10mm (3/8”) 20mm (3/4”)

Working depth Down to 6mm (1/4”) below surface level

Weight 120kg 135kg

Grassbox and transport wheels Standard Standard

Brush Reel Optional Optional

10mm spaced blades Standard Optional

Complete 10mm spaced reel Standard Optional

Complete 20mm spaced reel Optional Standard
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“ A very good machine. I was 
surprised at the amount of 
debris the machine picked 
up. We also bought the brush 
attachment and again this 
gave good results.”

GreenTekTM

3	 605 tungsten tips work across 
the 24” cutting width for fast 
effective thatch removal

3	 Unique Fan-Force blade design 
literally sucks thatch out of the 
turf and blasts it right to the 
back of the grass box

3	 Powerful 5.5hp Honda engine 
for rugged reliability

3	 Complete with large capacity 
grass box
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Easy-Load

easy-load (Patented)

Unladen weight  850Kg

Load capacity  3 Tonnes

Body volume 1.83 cubic metres (65 cubic feet)

Body dimensions 2.47m (97”) x 1.40m (55”)  
 x 0.53m (21”)

Overall length 4.45m (14’7”)

Overall width 2.32m (91”)

Tyres 400/60–15.5 10 ply

Brakes  Hydraulic brakes plus manual 
parking brake

Optional Extras Road lighting and mudguards
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The Easy-Load can also be used as a 
 conventional tipping trailer.

*Carriage charge applies.

Suitable for use with modern spinner 
type topdresses.

“ Best item of equipment 
I have ever  purchased. 
It has taken hours 
off  topdressing and 
bulk material moving. 
Easy to use for filling 
 Cushman  topdresser, 
freeing up two staff 
 members for other 
tasks.”

Save time, 
effort and 
manpower...
Customers who own the Easy-Load 

topdressing trailer tell us that they can 

now topdress “twice as fast, with half 

the manpower”. 

You also eliminate the risk of back injury 

at the same time. Now you can transport 

your sand and load it directly into your 

topdresser with no manual handling. 

The massive 16” flotation tyres are 

spaced outside of the body which gives 

extra stability when you are tipping in 

the high position.

The Easy-Load is designed to be your 

ideal all-round three tonne trailer. It 

is equipped as standard with a dual-

purpose tailgate which incorporates a 

flow control gate and a loading chute 

within itself, and is also top-hinged in 

the conventional way. This enables you 

to use the Easy-Load for general tipping 

trailer duties as well as loading your 

topdresser, thus giving you maximum 

value from your investment. A further 

advantage is that it will operate from 

a single trailer-tipping pipe, without a 

double-acting spool valve.

Wheels spaced outside body width provide extra stability for high 
tipping.

“ The Greenkeeper’s best friend.”

GreenTekTM

3	 Eliminates manual handling, in 
line with HSE -objectives

3	 Frees up manpower for other 
important jobs

3	 Speeds up topdressing so greens 
are back in play quicker

3	 Unique design with wheels outside 
of the body for maximum stability 
and safety



Why brush...?
The big benefit of brushing-in topdressing, as opposed to rubbing it in with a metal dragmat, is that the 

brush bristles quickly work the topdressing down between the blades of grass, right into the surface.  On the 

other hand, the design of a metal dragmat means that it tends to scrape the material across the surface and 

therefore can require more passes to thoroughly rub it in.

Another big benefit of the Greens Groomer is that its multiple zigzag brushes move the topdressing sideways 

as well as forwards, and it is therefore especially effective at filling Hollow Coring holes without scuffing or 

bruising the turf.
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Greens Groomer 6
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A dragmat tends to scrape the topdressing 
across the surface.

The Greens Groomer works the sand down 
into the surface between the blades of grass.

“ 14 separate brushes give 
unrivalled brushing-in and 
grooming performance.”

Fills coring holes full.

“ Beats any other brush we 
have used hands down.”

“ The Greens Groomer is in a 
different league to the old 
dragmat or single brush.”

GreenTekTM

3	 Lifts grass for a clean-cut 
smooth textured surface

3	 Greens back in play sooner

3	 Removes dew before play

3	 Easy to fit, quick to use

3	 Brushes-in topdressing sand  
– wet or dry!

3	 Also excellent for maintaining 
synthetic and clay pitches

3	 Drawbar position can be easily 
reversed to extend brush life

SEE VIDEO AT
www.greentek.org.uk
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Synthetic Pitch Maintenance

Twice as fast!
The Greens Groomer 12 doubles your productivity in one go!

The extra wings float to follow the contours of your greens, enabling you 

to quickly brush in topdressing or disperse dew over a full 12’ working 

width however undulating your greens are. And at this width, the Greens 

Groomer 12 also makes short work of fairway brushing.

The patented auto-lift system automatically raises the wings as the 

transport wheels are lowered, to save you getting off and doing it 

manually.

If you are already using a Greens Groomer 6, why not fit the 12’ upgrade 

kit and double your productivity?

Greens Groomer 12

3 point mounted version for use 
with compact tractors.

Upgrade your 6’ Greens Groomer 
to a 12’ model.

17’ brushing width with the 
triple gang Greens Groomer 17.

Greens Groomer brush only on a 
sand filled pitch.

Front mounted clay pitch 
scarifier.

Rear mounted clay pitch rake.

Increase the life of 
your synthetic turf
Every effort is made to ensure that the latest generation of Synthetic 

Pitches play as naturally as living turf does. The Greens Groomer has 

long been recognised as the most effective brush ever made for natural 

turf. Now that same experience is applied to Synthetic surfaces.

Very importantly, the Greens Groomer uses a unique Patented brush 

pattern where all 14 brushes are positioned in random Triple Zig Zag 

formations. No other brush has this feature which is designed to 

prevent tramlines being left on the turf surface.

The Greens Groomer on its own is ideal for traditional Sand-Filled 

Synthetic pitches. However, for the latest Rubber Crumb filled pitches, 

the new Rear Rake and Brush attachment uses no less than 84 spring 

fingers mounted in three staggered rows to totally groom your pitch. 

And each row of rakes is adjustable, so you can vary their intensity 

from just a gentle combing to a thorough raking.

Greens Groomer with Rear Rake and Brush for rubber crumb filled pitches.

Brushing-in topdressing in a single pass.

“ Excellent. The 
best we’ve used.”

GreenTekTM

3	 Twice as wide –  
takes half the time!

3	 Floating brush heads 
follow contours

3	 Auto lift saves getting 
off to fold brushes

3	 6’ to 12’ upgrade kit 
available
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Sarel Roller  
& Brush

Multi-Mount
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How to survive 
droughts and 
downpours
In any summer, the turf tends to become 

sealed by a combination of dust and foot 

traffic. This results in the irrigation or rainfall 

lying on the surface and then evaporating 

off without being absorbed into the 

root zone. And when it does rain, 

a sealed surface hinders it from 

draining away, leaving you 

with a mass of puddles.

Hence the benefit of 

using a Sarel Roller 

to spike the surface 

followed immediately by a brush to sweep 

the dew down the holes into the root zone. 

And when it rains, you will have an open 

surface that drains freely.

The Sarel Roller and Brush combination can help to 
significantly reduce your expenditure on wetting agents.

Aero-Quick and Multi-Mount on a Toro 
Workman.

Sarel Roller and Multi-Mount on a John 
Deere Pro Gator.

The SOLUTION...

3	 Durable heavy-duty construction

3	 Fits all popular turf trucks

3	 Interchangeable fittings for 
different models

3	 Takes a wide range of  
GreenTek equipment

Want to use your 
maintenance truck? 
Now you can...
The GreenTek Multi-Mount is causing a huge shift in popularity 

towards using turf trucks for greens maintenance work.

Previously, only 34% of Greenkeepers preferred to use turf 

trucks – the rest used compact tractors. But now that the 

Multi-Mount is available, they can do a much wider range of 

Greens maintenance tasks with their trucks. Consequently, 

those who would now prefer to use turf trucks has jumped 

massively to 64%.

The Multi-Mount is a universal frame which can be configured 

to suit the Cushman Truckster, Toro Workman and John Deere 

Pro Gator. It enables you to attach the Aero-Quick, Maxi Brush 

and Sarel Roller to any of these power units.

downpours
In any summer, the turf tends to become 

sealed by a combination of dust and foot 

traffic. This results in the irrigation or rainfall 

lying on the surface and then evaporating 

off without being absorbed into the 

root zone. And when it does rain, 

a sealed surface hinders it from 

draining away, leaving you 

with a mass of puddles.

to spike the surface 

SAREL ROLLER

Working width  1.5m (5’)

Weight 135kg 

REAR DEW BRUSH 

Working width 1.5m (5’)

Weight 8kg

GreenTekTM

3	 Thousands of small holes pricked 
through sealed turf surfaces

3	 Decreased use of wetting agents

3	 Brushing disperses moisture, 
reducing fusarium risk

3	 Ideal for use before and 
after overseeding, to increase 
germination rate

SEE VIDEO AT
www.greentek.org.uk



Can also be used as a six row 
topdressing brush.

Sarel Roller Cassette with Rear Dew Brush 
fits into an existing Maxi-Brush frame.

Hydraulic Maxi-Brush folds up without 
leaving your seat.

Defeats disease...
The importance of brushing turf is now widely recognised. It has largely replaced the use of dragmats as 

the best way of working-in topdressing, and is increasingly used to disperse dew and thus help to prevent 

fungal diseases such as fusarium.

The Maxi-Brush is a triple section 18’ wide brush, which can also quickly adapt to a six row 6’ wide 

topdressing brush. Now with the introduction of optional hydraulic folding, it has become even more 

versatile than ever. 

By brushing off the dew before mowing you get a clean cut with no grass clumps.

“We can brush all our  
fairways in 2 hours 45 minutes 

which allows clump free cutting.”
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Sarel Roller Cassette with Rear Dew Brush 

Maxi-Brush

 Working  TransporT 
Maxi-Brush (paTenTed) WidTh WidTh WeighT

Triple brush with manual folding 5.4m (18’) 1.8m (6’) 150 kg

Triple brush with hydraulic folding kit 5.4m (18’) 2.34 (7’ 8”) 180 kg

Sarel Roller kit 1.5m (5’) 1.8m (6’) 135 kg

Rear Dew Brush kit 1.8m (6’) 1.8m (6’) 8 kg

Economical
One of the great features about the Maxi-Brush is its 

economical price. For general sportsfield use, the manual 

folding specification is perfectly adequate; whilst for golf course 

use, the optional hydraulic folding provides the ultimate in 

ease and efficiency for transport between fairways.

And if you already own a Maxi-Brush, you can now also 

purchase the Sarel Roller kit as an option to fit the same frame.

38 39GreenTekTM

3	 Economical and versatile

3		Turf is less prone to fungus 
when dew is dispersed

3  6 rows of bristles quickly 
brush-in topdressings

3  Ideal for striping pitches, 
grooming before mowing and 
dispersing worm-casts and 
grass clippings

3  Also suitable for maintaining 
synthetic turf

SEE VIDEO AT
www.greentek.org.uk
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Do it all with one brush
If you wanted just one brush to use for almost everything, from brushing-in topdressing on greens to 

dispersing dew on fairways or football pitches, the unique Multi-Brush is the ultimate solution.  Brushing 

the dew off your turf daily has a double benefit. Not only do the players appreciate a dew-free surface, but 

it also helps prevent fungal disease such as fusarium.  

Because of its massive 5.4m (18’) working width the Multi-Brush can brush the dew off all the fairways on a 

typical 18 hole golf course in under two hours! Then you can follow straight over with your fairway mower 

leaving an evenly dispersed cut without clumps of wet clippings everywhere.

Thanks to its unique double-jointed lift arms and three independently floating heads, the Multi-Brush 

will follow over any undulations with ease. And the added benefit is the brushes simply fold in again 

hydraulically from the comfort of your tractor seat for transport.

MULTI-BrUSH

Working width  5.4m (18’)  
 or 1.8m (6’)

Transport width 2.1m (7’)

Weight 240kg

Would you like to brush-in  
topdressing on your greens in 
just one go like this? And here’s 
the really good bit... It’s the same 
brush that folds out to 18’ for 
fairways!

The secret of the  
Multi-Brush’s  amazing 

ability to follow contours is 
its patent pending ‘Double 
Jointed’ lift arm geometry.

Multi-Brush

GreenTekTM

3	 Brushes off dew before 
mowing for a clean cut

3	 Reduces risk of fusarium

3	 Leaves beautiful stripes

3	 Brushes-in topdressing 
with ease

3	  Floats over undulations

3	 Folds hydraulically

SEE VIDEO AT
www.greentek.org.uk
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Multi-Roller Bunker-Drainer
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The fast and easy way 
to restore your pitch
If you have a large area of turf that needs a regular light rolling, 

the Multi-Roller has been designed for just that! It has been 

specially developed to meet the needs of Football Academies and 

Sports Complexes with several pitches that require a regular light 

rolling to restore the surface between games.

Covering a massive 18’ (5.4m) working width, and yet weighing 

only 650kg, the secret of its effectiveness is its small diameter 

rollers which give a greater rolling pressure for their weight than 

large diameter rollers would do.

Used in conjunction with just a mid range compact tractor, it is 

now possible to roll a full pitch in approximately 20 minutes!

One thing you can’t control is the 

weather. If you have heavy rain on 

the night before your big tournament, 

what will your bunkers look like in the 

morning?  It’s at times like this that you’ll 

be glad you’ve got a GreenTek Bunker-

Drainer in your shed. 

This pump means business! It is not just 

your conventional water pump with a 

suction hose that is difficult to get primed, 

and keep flowing when the level gets low.  

The Bunker-Drainer’s 5hp Honda engine 

drives a heavy duty flexible drive shaft, 

with a high volume rotary impellor pump 

mounted directly on the end of it. Because 

the pump is actually in the water it needs 

no priming, and can handle muddy water 

with ease.

The solution 
for flooded 
bunkers!

Multi-roller

Working width 5.4m (18’) or 1.8m (6’)

Transport width 2.5m (8’2”)

Weight 650kg

BuNKer-DraiNer

Engine Honda GX160 5hp

Drive shaft 5.0m

Pump Heavy duty 2” submersible pump

Hose 10m of 2” layflat hose included The shaft driven pump quickly empties flooded 
bunkers, trenches or graves with no priming.

An additional 
drive shaft with 
a Vibrating Poker 
attachment is 
also available for 
concreting work.

Hydraulic folding.

GreenTekTM

the night before your big tournament, 

what will your bunkers look like in the 

morning?  It’s at times like this that you’ll 

be glad you’ve got a GreenTek Bunker-

This pump means business! It is not just 

suction hose that is difficult to get primed, 

and keep flowing when the level gets low.  

The Bunker-Drainer’s 5hp Honda engine 

with a high volume rotary impellor pump 

mounted directly on the end of it. Because 

the pump is actually in the water it needs 

The solution 

An additional 
drive shaft with 
a Vibrating Poker 
attachment is 
also available for 

3	 Three separate rollers follow 
undulations

3	 Hydraulic folding for quick 
and easy operation

3	 Fits to mid size compact 
tractors

3	 Quickly restores the surface of 
your pitches

NEW
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Fairway  
Groomer
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The economical way to 
dethatch your fairways
By giving your fairways a good raking you can help to 

stimulate more healthy grass growth.

The Fairway Groomer is equipped with three rows of spring 

tines, each of which can be individually adjusted to achieve 

the exact degree of raking that you require. In addition, a stiff 

rear brush enables you to further groom the surface of your 

fairways and leave them with a beautifully striped finish.

Pitch Groomer

For a first class pitch  
all year round
Sports pitches require regular brushing or raking, or both, 

according to their different uses, and the time of year.

Now here is the ideal tool for this – the Pitch Groomer. 

With an 8’ working width it covers the ground 

fast.  And because the working positions 

of the rake and the brush are adjustable 

you can use either function individually, 

or both together.  So whether your 

pitches are used for Rugby, Football, 

Cricket or all three, here is an essential piece of 

equipment that will help you to keep them looking and 

playing their best, all year round.

Fairway Groomer

Working width 1.8m (6’)

Weight 50kg

Now here is the ideal tool for this – the Pitch Groomer. 

With an 8’ working width it covers the ground 

Cricket or all three, here is an essential piece of 

equipment that will help you to keep them looking and 

Sports pitches require regular brushing or raking, or both, 

according to their different uses, and the time of year.

Now here is the ideal tool for this – the Pitch Groomer. 

With an 8’ working width it covers the ground 

Greens Brush

Your economical 
solution for light 
brushing
If you want a quick way of dispersing dew or 

brushing in light topdressings, the 8’ Greens 

Brush is ideal for your needs. It comes complete 

with category 1 fittings, suitable for compact 

tractors and an optional spring loaded adaptor 

enables it to fit on Cushman Trucksters. It has                                          

                                           tough polypropylene 

fibre bristles, and the  

brushes are long 

lasting and easy to 

replace.

tines, each of which can be individually adjusted to achieve 

the exact degree of raking that you require. In addition, a stiff 

rear brush enables you to further groom the surface of your 

the exact degree of raking that you require. In addition, a stiff the exact degree of raking that you require. In addition, a stiff 

GreenTekTM

3	 Three adjustable rakes lift out 
thatch and debris

3	 Air can circulate around the 
grass better, reducing the risk 
of fungal disease

3	 Adjustable rear brush leaves 
a beautifully groomed and 
striped finish

SEE VIDEO AT
www.greentek.org.uk

SEE VIDEO AT
www.greentek.org.uk



Aerate, Roll, Rake and Brush...  
all in one pass
Aeration is proven to restore the health of compacted sports turf. Light rolling is necessary to keep the 

surface smooth. Raking lifts out thatch and stands the grass up allowing better air circulation which helps 

to reduce the risk of fungal disease, and brushing disperses dew and leaves a smart striped finish.

If you’ve never had time to do all these vital treatments as often as you should, now’s your chance to do 

them all in one go.  Every time you aerate you can do all four operations with no extra manpower or time 

taken, thanks to the Double-Quick’s all-in-one Rear Roller, Rake and Brush attachment.
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Double-Quick

                    Weight (kg) 
Double quick (PatenteD) 6ft 8ft

Main Frame 200 290

Deep Slitter 122 160

Fine Slitter 129 170

Disc Slitter 38 50

Hollow Corer 120 170

Solid Tiner 200 -

Ballast Roller 180 200

(Weight of water ballast) 220 290

Rear Roller and Carrier 91 115

Rear Rake 17 20

Rear Brush 8 10

6’ for 35hp + tractors; 8’ for 50hp + tractors

Quick attachment changeover - No tools needed!

 Remove pins holding 
top guard and rear 
attachment.

 Attach tow cable  
to tractor and  
Double-Quick.

 Drive tractor forward  
to roll Double-Quick 
over.

 Re-attach to tractor 
and replace top guard.

Mix and Match Your attachments  
to Suit Your needs...

Deep Slitter– With closely spaced 
81/2” tines, this gives a dense pattern of 
aeration for heavily used winter games 
pitches and fairways.

Fine Slitter – Even closer spaced 5” 
tines – to prevent surface sealing and 
increase the absorption of air, water and 
fertiliser.

Hollow Corer – The hollow corer 
removes plugs of soil, letting the ground 
expand and decompact. 

SoliD tiner – The 4” round tines spike 
neat holes which help prevent clay soils 
cracking in dry weather.

DiSC Slitter – The continuous slits give 
maximum air and water absorption, 
plus they prune the grass roots to 
stimulate vigorous new growth.

BallaSt roller – Fill it with water for 
maximum effectiveness; use it part full 
or empty for a light rolling.

rear roller – Great for firming back 
divots after slitting.

SCariFying rake – Fast effective thatch 
control, as you go. Attaches to the rear 
roller above.

rear BruSH – Can also be attached 
to the Rear Roller, to leave a well 
groomed appearance

46 47

slits give 

The heart of the system is the unique Main Frame, which can carry two attachments of your choice, mounted one 
above the other. So you can change from Deep Slitter to Ballast Roller etc by just turning the Main Frame over.

1 2 3 4

“ One of the best machines  
I have come across! The slitter, rear  
roller and brush can do the job of three machines in one pass.”

GreenTekTM

3	 Relieves compaction, allowing turf 
to breathe – and grow!

3	 Opens up the soil structure and 
improves drainage

3	 Stimulates deeper roots which 
resist drought in summer

3	 Encourages stronger turf that is 
less likely to scuff off in winter

SEE VIDEO AT
www.greentek.org.uk



Aerate, breathe and live
Provide life for your grass; grass roots do not grow in soil, but in the air spaces between the soil particles. 

Compaction from regular play closes up those air spaces till the turf can neither breathe nor drain. Unless 

you relieve this compaction by regular aeration, the soil becomes stagnant and your turf will die.

So if you’re looking for an aerator that will fit either your compact tractor or your Turf Truckster, look  

no further.

The versatile Aero-Quick weighs only 240kg, making it light enough for even a 20hp compact tractor to 

handle. Yet with a full 5’ (1.5m) working width, it will also cover the tracks of most tractors up to 35hp.

A wide range of different attachments is available to suit varying surfaces from golf greens to football 

pitches, and a built-in weight tray allows you to add further ballast for maximum penetration.
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Aero-Quick
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Wide range of interchangeable 
attachments
Slit tinerS - A wide range of 
 different slitting tines from 5” to 8 1/2” 
depths may be used on the Aero-Quick 
for maximum  effectiveness on all 
types of sports turf.

a: 8 1/2” Outfield  
b: 8” Outfield  
c: 6” Outfield  
d: 6” Fine Turf  
e: 5” Fine Turf

HolloW Corer - This removes plugs 
of soil, enabling the ground to expand 
and decompact. The air channels thus 
created also assist in the breaking down 
of thatch. 

Solid tiner - The round 4” tines 
spike neat holes in outfield turf which 
help prevent clay soils cracking in dry 
weather. Not recommended for use on 
greens, unless well rooted.

diSC Slitter - The continuous slits give 
maximum air and water absorption, 
plus they prune the grass roots to 
stimulate vigorous new growth.

a b c d e

The Aero-Quick’s 5’ (1.5m) working width 
covers the track of most compact tractors 
and utility vehicles.

The hinged rear 
guard gives good 
access to the 
interchangeable 
attachments.

GreenTekTM

3	 Relieves compaction, allowing 
turf to breathe – and grow!

3	 Opens up the soil structure 
and improves drainage

3	 Stimulates deeper roots which 
resist drought in summer

3	 Encourages stronger turf that 
is less likely to scuff off in 
winter

3	 Fits to compact tractors or 
popular utility vehicles

SEE VIDEO AT
www.greentek.org.uk



The ultimate  
way to transport 
groundcare equipment
With their drop-down tailgates providing easy loading access, the 

Low Loading Trailers offer you an ideal means for transporting 

all types of groundcare equipment and supplies, with models 

available for both on and off road usage.

Besides transporting mowers, these trailers can be used for tasks 

as diverse as carrying divot mix or collecting leaves.

A range of useful accessories is available, including a sliding divider 

and mower clamp which can be positioned wherever required.

The Highway Trailer comes complete 
with jockey wheel, lighting, jack stands, 
 suspension and dual purpose tyres.
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The Sarel Roller and Brush combination can help to 
significantly reduce your expenditure on wetting agents.

Fine greens 
need sharp 
mowers
With a Smooth-Lap in your workshop, you 

can quickly hone up your blades to maintain 

a razor clean cut and extend the intervals 

between regrinds. 

The drive arm quickly adjusts through an 

extra wide arc, so it fits all kinds of awkward 

driveshaft alignments with the base still 

firmly planted on the ground. It works in 

both forward or reverse motion at the flick 

of a switch. The exceptionally high standard 

of engineering of the unit ensures a long 

working life. 

SMooth-lap WEIGht

240 V Reversible Back Lapper -

Back lappInG paStE

Back lapping paste  11kg

Back lapping paste  45kg

Back lapping paste  270kg

Smooth-Lap

StanDaRD loW loaDInG tRaIlER

Body dimensions 152 x 99 x 43cm

Overall width 162cm

Load capacity 400kg

SUpER loW loaDInG tRaIlER

Body dimensions 200 x 122 x 43cm

Overall width 184cm

Load capacity 600kg

hIGhWaY loW loaDInG tRaIlER

Body dimensions 200 x 122 x 43cm

Overall width 177cm

Load capacity 520kg

Optional 1” thick Rubber Floor Mat.

Low 
Loading 

Trailer

Buy your 
backlapping 

paste in bulk.

GreenTekTM

3	 A totally versatile trailer 
system for all groundcare uses

3	 Superior fully-welded 
construction

3	 Hot dip galvanized for 
maximum durability

3	 Drive-in tailgate ramp is ideal 
for all kinds of small machinery
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3	 Compact (5.5 x 5.5m)

3	 Affordable and relocatable

3	 Very inclusive form of sport

3	 Fantastic fun for all ages and 
abilities 

3	 Develops motor function skills

3	 Increases aerobic fitness

3	 Ideal for coaching one-on-one skills 

3	 Makes players think, move and react 
fast

3	 Teaches tackling technique to block 
shots or gain possession 

3	 Huge fun and fitness benefit for a 
very small investment

The Fast Pitch system enables  
Mini-Pitches of all sizes to be quickly 
set up for community events.

PannaPitch 
is the solution!

Seriously Skilful - Panna Football is an intensely fast and furious 
3 minute game, which is used by sports colleges and football 
academies to develop one-on-one skills.

Fantastic Fun - a PannaPitch is the ideal way for pupils of all 
ages to enjoy football or hockey without it dominating the 
whole playground.

The next 
generation...
The FastPitch system brings you 

a revolutionary new concept in 

maintenance-free sports and recreation 

pitches.

This is where the serious fun begins!

This whole range of innovative sports 

facilities, right from the PannaPitch  

one-on-one arena, through to the full 

MUGA Multi Use Games Areas, are all 

about having fantastic fun in a safe 

environment.  

But more than that, they are excellent 

training facilities that can help you 

become seriously skilful at your sport.  

Have fun!

Optional side nets.

fast

3 Teaches tackling technique to block 
shots or gain possession 

3 Huge fun and fitness benefit for a 

The Fast Pitch system enables 

3 Huge fun and fitness benefit for a 
very small investment

The Mini-Pitch is the next step up in 

the FastPitch System, and is ideal for 

temporary locations and community 

sports events.  These modular pitches are 

available in standard sizes from 5 x 10m 

to 10 x 20m, but can also be made to any 

other size to suit specific requirements.

Mini-Pitch

SEE VIDEO AT
www.pannapitch.com
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Basketball, Netball, Volleyball, Tennis or Soccer - you choose.

What’s your sport?
A wide range of sports can share the same facility including Basketball, Netball, Rush Hockey, Volleyball, Football 

and Futsal etc. 

Futsal is an increasingly popular form of football, endorsed by the FA because it helps to develop technical skills 

such as close control.  It is normally played on smooth floors indoors using a special low-bounce ball, but the 

free-draining FastPitch surface provides the ideal solution for playing this sport outdoors.

Rush Hockey uses a larger softer ball enabling it to be easily played recreationally without the need for pads.

Multi Use 
Games Areas

The Pitchtek  

Multi Use Games Areas  

are a whole new concept in  

recreational MUGA’s.  Not only do they 

cater for a vast range of sports, but this 

unique modular system can be easily 

relocated if needed, ensuring that you get 

maximum value out of your investment.

PitchTek

3	 Maintenance-free 
surface with no rubber-
crumb to spread or 
brush

3	 Weatherproof to 40°  
of frost

3	 Puddle-free perforated 
surface

3	 Full range of rebound 
walls, goals and 
accessories

3	 Relocatable modular 
system

FastPitch MUGA’s

NO RUBBER CRUMB!
Maintenance-free 
playing surface
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Ready to enjoy! Line marking stud system.

A FastPitch MUGA is a highly inclusive facility, enjoyed by both those that play, and those who prefer to watch.

Step 1. Remove top soil and fill with sharp sand.

Step 3. Screed sand, lay Fibertex and 
tiles, erect fences.

Step 2. Drill holes 
for fence posts.

Unique benefits of the FastPitch 
System’s modular design:
3	 The whole system is a “temporary” installation which may avoid the need for Planning Permission.

3	 Can be supplied fully installed, or as a kit for self-
installation.

3	 Standard sizes range from 8 x 16m to 20 x 40m, but any size 
or shape of pitch can be created to fit the available space or 
budget.

3	 The investment is never wasted, as the pitch can be easily 
adapted, reconfigured, or relocated at any time in the 
future.

Simply 
brilliant!
The ultimate recreational pitch system has 

now arrived in the UK!   

Originally developed in Denmark, the 

FastPitch system is comprised of a free-

draining plastic playing surface, coupled 

with rebound walls that are moulded 

from honeycomb plastic which makes 

them exceptionally strong.  All metal 

components are made from galvanised 

steel.  The result is that this system has 

proved to be exceptionally durable, and 

able to withstand up to 40° of 

frost in the harsh Scandinavian 

climate.

Now available in the UK 

exclusively through GreenTek’s 

PitchTek division, the FastPitch 

system offers unrivalled benefits 

to anyone wanting a “no 

maintenance” MUGA. There is no 

artificial turf to groom, no sand 

or rubber-crumb infill to spread 

or brush, and no woodwork or metalwork 

that you need to keep on repainting.

FastPitchAs simple as 1 2 3...
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The FastFloor System is ideal for mar-
quee floors, event walkways, and tem-
porary car parks.  These 50 x 50cm tiles 
instantly clip together to provide a hard 
wearing easy-to-clean surface, and can 
be kept pre-joined as panels of four tiles 
for rapid installation.  They only take up 
half the volume of traditional timber 
marquee flooring panels, and at only 
6kg per sq m  they are less than half the 
weight.

Marquee Flooring System is quick 
to install

Fast Floor    
Marquee Flooring

Sport Floor

Easy to handle and install.

Fast Floor    
TM

Ground-GuardsTM

NEW

Futsal is originally an indoor game, and is ideally played on a 
plastic surface.

PitchTek Sport Floor tiles make an 
ideal medium pace tennis surface.

Futsal and 
sports hall 
flooring
The PitchTek range of indoor sports 

flooring systems cater for a wide range of 

sports activities.

Whatever your facility, whether you have 

an all round multi-use sports hall or one 

predominately focused on a particular 

sport, PitchTek can provide you with the 

ideal flooring solution.

Our technical team are happy to discuss 

your requirements with your architect 

from the earliest stages of your project, 

thus ensuring you install the ideal system 

for your requirements.  Please call  

0113 267 6000 for advice.
PitchTek Sport Floor tiles make an 
ideal medium pace tennis surface.

thus ensuring you install the ideal system 

PitchTekTM

Tel: 0113 267 6000         Fax: 0113 267 2222        



Ground-Guards are guaranteed unbreakable by vehicles up to 60 tonnes (for GG48 4’ x 
8’ Ground-Guards, less for smaller versions).  Note, it is the customer’s responsibility to 
assess the load bearing capacity of the ground and determine what weight of vehicle it  
is capable of safely supporting.  Ground-Guards are not suitable for bridging purposes.

Roadway 
Tread

Walkway  
Tread

Smooth  
Tread

Outrigger 
Pad OP23

Ground-Guards are convenient 
to transport, and easy to move 
around using the Handy Hook.

A wide selection of joining 
clips are available to suit all 
applications.

   Max VeHicle 
code Size WeigHt WeigHt

GG48	 4’	x	8’(1.2x2.4m)	 39kg	 60	tonnes	 •	 •	 •	 •

GG38	 3’	x	8’(0.9x2.4m)	 29kg	 37	tonnes	 •	 •	 •	 •

GG28	 2’	x	8’(0.6x2.4m)	 20kg	 25	tonnes	 •	 •	 •	

GG36	 3’	x	6’(0.9x1.8m)	 22kg	 28	tonnes	 •	 •	

GG26	 2’	x	6’(0.6x1.8m)	 15kg	 19	tonnes	 •	 •	

OP22 2’x2’(0.6x0.6m) 21kg 

OP23 2’ x 3’(0.6x0.9m) 31kg  
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Ground-GuardsGround-GuardsTM
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How to avoid damaged turf....
Planning the use of Ground-Guards into your job before you start can save you from ruining your precious turf.   

And the extra safety that they provide could also save someone from having a serious accident.

These lightweight plastic panels have now become recognised as standard 

equipment for use on many sites. This is largely due to the fact that they 

are virtually indestructible. They are guaranteed unbreakable by vehicles of 

up to 60 tonnes which obviously makes them ideal for manoeuvring heavy 

equipment around on site with minimal disturbance to the turf.

Ground-Guards are made from environmental friendly 100% recycled plastic, 

and they range in sizes from 8’ x 4’ down to 6’ x 2’ and are available with 

different tread patterns to suit a whole range of uses. Panels can be quickly 

fixed together without tools by use of special joining clips.

Without Ground-Guards, wet 
weather can quickly turn the 
ground into a quagmire.

GG48

GG38

GG28

GG36

GG26

Ground-GuardsTM

3	 Light to carry and quick to lay

3	 Eliminate cost of continually replacing slippery 
splintered  plywood boards

3	 Easy to move around using the Handi-Hook

3	 Super tough 100% recycled poly-ethylene plastic 
1/2”  thick – flexible enough to  conform to ground 
contours

3	   Joiners available for  semi-permanent fixture for 
roadways / carparks

3	 6 years guarantee  against  breakage by vehicles up 
to 60 tonnes for GG48, 37 tonnes for GG38, or 25 
tonnes for GG28

SEE VIDEO AT
www.ground-guards.co.uk



Temporary 
Car Parks

FOR A FREE  NO-OBLIGATION SITE CONSULTATION CALL  0113 267 6000

Do you need an extra parking area?
If a full-scale excavation and construction project is not viable in terms of cost, or if obtaining planning permission 
could be difficult, a Ground-Guards temporary car park is your ideal solution.

There are two temporary car park systems in the Ground-Guards range.  The Ground-Guards RoadTrack panels measure 8’ x 4’ 
and clip together to quickly form roadways and car parks that are guaranteed unbreakable by vehicles up to 60 tonnes.

The alternative is the FastTrack system on page 63 which consists of hexagonal tiles which instantly lock together by means 
of their integral connecting flanges.  They provide an ideal surface for pedestrians, cars, or light goods vehicles.

The Ground-Guards temporary car park systems are so versatile that they can provide unique solutions for a whole range of 
difficult situations, for instance where excavation is inappropriate due to the presence of tree roots, or on an archaeologically 

sensitive site.  And the big bonus is that planning permission is not usually needed for temporary use.
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Easily installed 
car parks
The Fast Track system consists of 
hexagonal tiles which instantly lock 
together by means of their integral 
connecting flanges.  They provide an 
ideal surface for pedestrians, cars, or 
light goods vehicles, and their unique 
simplicity needing no tools or special 
skills, is the perfect solution for a quickly 
installed temporary car park.

Ground-Guards FastTrack tiles quickly lock together to form a 
solid surface that is suitable for vehicles and pedestrians.

Tiles lock together without tools.

Providing a firm surface for vehicles.

Anti-slip tread is ideal for pedestrians.

100% Recycled

NEW

FastTrackFastTrackTM

Ground-GuardsTM

3 Quick and easy to install and 
move – no tools needed

3 No special skills required to 
install – can easily lay yourself

3 Temporary car parks do not 
usually need planning permission

3 Manufactured from 100% 
recycled HDPE – reducing your 
carbon footprint

3 Avoids the need for excavation 
works



Gravel RingsGravel RingsTM
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Extra safe interlocking 
trench covers
The Trench-Guard system from GreenTek sets a new standard in 
trench cover safety.

A careful assessment of other trench covering methods 
commonly being used reveals serious shortcomings, which 
the new Trench-Guard system fully overcomes.

The fibreglass or plywood boards traditionally used in this 
industry have no means of being joined together, thus running 
the risk of them moving apart and leaving a dangerous hole that 
a vehicle or pedestrian might slip down. By contrast, the new 
Trench-Guard panels have interlocking flanges that connect them 
firmly together to prevent this happening.  

Durable porous paving solution
Gravel Rings are the newest, state-of-the-art development 
for porous paving.  Rather than just using an ordinary grass 
reinforcement tile, these ones are designed specifically for gravel 
and have a unique mesh base.  This forms a separator which keeps 
the smaller decorative gravel from migrating down into the stone 
sub-base beneath.  This is vital to stop the tiles riding up above the 
decorative gravel, thus keeping the job durable and smart.

 Dimension A TrAffic Type

 75mm - 100mm Pedestrians

 100mm - 150mm Light Vehicles

 200mm - 300mm Trucks

TG1408

TGr

iTem siZe WeiGHT LoAD  spAn

Trench-Guard 1.4m x 0.8m 22kg 500kg per wheel 600mm 
TG1408   i.e. 2 tonne car

End Ramp 1.4m x 0.2m 14kg Use only in conjunction 
TGR   with TG1408 Trench-Guards

Not for highway use - pedestrians and light vehicles only.

Trench-GuardsTrench-GuardsTM

Gravel Rings have a moulded mesh infill to stop them riding up 
and the gravel migrating down.

6 - 10mm clean 
angular stone

Gravel Rings

Clean angular 
DOT type 3 stone 
without fines

CombiTek geogrid 
and membrane

A

Ground-GuardsTM

3	 Superior safety trench cover 
system 

3	 Ultra tough plastic does not 
splinter on edges 

3	 Panels interlock without tools 
for safety 

3	 Steel reinforced honeycomb 
structure 

3	 Light-weight easy to handle  

3	 Will support a load of  
500 kg per wheel over a 
600mm trench 

3	 Size: 1.4 x 0.8m

3	 Unique purpose-designed 
gravel stabilisation tile

3	 Mesh base prevents gravel 
migrating

3	 Mesh base is integrally 
moulded, not just glued on

3	 Base does not trap organic 
matter, thus reducing potential 
for weed growth

3	 Can support 250 tonnes/m² 
(large trucks)

3	 50 x 50 cm tiles come ready-
assembled as 1m x 1m panels

3	 140m²  per pallet
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Park on the grass
Grass Rings is a 100% recycled injected moulded structural 
grid system used to stabilise and reinforce grass.  This 
system will prevent compaction of the root zone resulting in 
a grass trafficable surface.  Studies show that compaction of 
the top 30mm of soil underneath grass must be prevented.  
If this layer becomes compacted, grass roots are unable to 
obtain necessary oxygen, moisture and nutrients from the 
soil causing the grass to suffocate and die.  Use Grass Rings 
to prevent this, and keep your soil healthy!  Grass Rings has 
been independently tested to sustain loads of 500 tonnes 
per square metre with no sign of failure.  

NEWGrass Rings

The open design of Grass Rings enables 
roots to spread laterally and downwards 
for healthy durable turf.

Grass Rings are supplied in 1.0m x 1.0m 
clip together panels.   Their unique inter-
nesting design enables 100m² to fit onto a 
single pallet thus halving freight costs, and 
transport carbon emissions.

Perfect for emergency access routes.

Grass Rings can be used to create reinforced 
parking areas and golf buggy paths.

Overflow 
parking
Grass parking areas for event parking have 
significant environmental benefits being 
an attractive green permeable surface.  As 
shown here, the Grass Rings reinforced 
parking bays combined with a porous 
hard surface such as Gravel Rings for the 
heavy wear areas, will provide the ultimate 
environmentally acceptable solution. 

Environmental Benefits

• Reduces the requirement for hard surfaces

• Reduced storm water run off

•  Waterway contamination reduced by the pollutant 
removal capability of grass

• Erosion control

• 100% recycled plastic

• Reduces reflective heat

•  Use it in your sustainable urban drainage schemes 
(SUDS) 

Base Course Depth Guide

The ring design is  
the strongest shape for grass  

paving because it has no weak corners.

 DimEnsion A TrAffiC TypE

 75mm - 100mm Pedestrians

 100mm - 150mm Light Vehicles

 200mm - 300mm Trucks

100% Recycled

Grass Rings

20-30mm root zone sand

Water storing polymer

Clean angular stone 
without fines

CombiTek geogrid and 
membrane

A

Grass RingsTM

Ground-GuardsTM

3	 Protects grass from compaction 
by vehicles or foot traffic

3	 Flexible tile design  follows 
contours

3	 Special open grid pattern for 
excellent root development

3	 Unique double-interlocking 
design takes up 50% less 
volume for transport and 
storage, reducing carbon 
footprint



Security and safety  
go hand in hand
A smart and tidy working environment will pay off in every way. 

Not only will it reduce the risk of trips and falls over equipment lying on 
the floor, but increased pride in the facility can reflect in greater care and 
respect for the machinery fleet itself, thus reducing maintenance costs.

Be smart – upgrade your facility with TuffTek

Smart Security

Wish this was 
YOUR workshop?
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HIGH SECURITY DEADLOCKS

High security 5 lever deadlocks 
with triple anti-cut rollers come as 
standard on the Hover Vault.

BUNDED SUMP

The Hover Vault has a bunded sump, 
enabling you to securely store all 
types of power equipment, and 
guard against fuel/oil leaks at the 
same time. 

Hover mowers and other power equipment such as 
chainsaws, hedgecutters and blowers are all regularly 
targeted by thieves.  The TuffTek Hover Vault has been 
specifically designed to combat this menace and should 
be a top priority for all golf and ground maintenance 
facilities.

Protect  your 
hover mowers!

HIGH SECURITY DEADLOCKS

BUNDED SUMP

HEAVY DUTY

Heavy duty manufacturing  
is used throughout, with a  
full width continuous hinge,  
anti-jemmy plates and reinforced 
and gusseted construction.

Hover Vault Mower Vault

With Pedestrian greens mowers now costing anywhere 
from £3,000 to £7,000 it is not surprising that they are 
increasingly being targeted by thieves.  It therefore pays to 
protect them!  The TuffTek Mower Vaults securely encase 
your mowers, out of the reach of thieves or vandals.

Mower Vaults can be bolted down to the floor for extra 
security, and may be joined together in a row for golf 
clubs with multiple greens mowers to protect.

Solid 
protection!

HIGH SECURITY HOOK-LOCK

Two high security hook-locks are used 
which actually hook into the sides of the 
loading ramp to prevent it being forced.

TWO SIZES

The Mower Vault comes in two sizes; 
the MV1 for cylinder mowers, and the 
MV2 for rotary mowers.

SAFE AND SECURE

With the loading ramp locked shut, 
you can be restful in the knowledge 
that your mower is firmly secured.

Dimensions: W2210mm x D750mm x H840mm

Dimensions: 
MV1 - W1100mm x D800mm x H870mm 
MV2 - W750mm x D1050mm x H775mm

SECURITY ALERT
Many thefts from golf clubs 
happen during the daytime 
when security is low. Park 

your mowers inside a 
TuffTek Mower Vault at all 

times when not in use.

ORDER
NOW!
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Tuff-System

Secure your strimmers! Smart security...
Strimmer Vault

HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

High security 5 lever deadlocks 
with triple anti-cut rollers come 
as standard on the Strimmer 
Vault.

EASY TO USE

The Strimmer Vault is equipped 
with hanging hooks with a choice 
of spacings to suit all popular 
strimmers.

BUNDED DRIP TRAY

This ensures that if your 
strimmers leak any fuel/oil 
it will be contained and not 
pollute your drains.

GAS STRUTS

Twin gas struts make it easy 
for you to lift the heavy- duty 
vault lid.

BACK TO BACK SECURITY

The Strimmer Vault can either 
be secured to a wall, or else be 
bolted to the Hover Vault (see 
page 8) and fixed to the floor.  

Dimensions: W2050mm x D360mm x H2080mm

Strimmers are a particularly popular target for 
thieves because they are so easy to carry away and 
there is a ready resale market for them.  Add to 
this the fact that they are often left unsecured, laid 
on the floor or in a corner, and it’s easy to see why 
they are such a vulnerable target.

The TuffTek Strimmer Vault with its high security 
deadlocks will firmly secure up to five strimmers.  
At the same time it also prevents them being a 
trip hazard on the floor, and keeps your facility 
looking smart and tidy. A great feature in any 
greenkeeper’s store.

SECURITY ALERT
Strimmers are taken in 63%  
of golf course equipment 
thefts. Beat the thieves 
by keeping yours safely 

secured in a TuffTek 
Strimmer Vault.

TuffTekTM



Secure, 
organised 
storage for 
your tools

Automatic 
self-locking 
system

WORKBENCH  A heavy duty reinforced 
workbench, complete with one of TuffTek’s 
unbreakable vices, turns your Tuff-System 
cabinet into a self-contained work centre.

POWER OUTLETS  Removable cover plates 
allow power cables to be fed out. Now you 
can keep your compressor easily accessible yet 
totally secure. 

Dimensions: W1500mm x D750mm x H2100mm

KEEP SAFE

ORDER NOW!

SECURITY ALERT
You can foil opportunist 
thieves by keeping your 

equipment in a Tuff-System 
Cabinet with Automatic  

Self-Locking Doors.

Automatic 
self-locking 

NEW
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3  Total peace of mind. You know 
that every single time your 
staff shut the doors they are 
immediately locked.

3  Staff don’t need keys, only the 
code – so no time is lost waiting 
for a key-holder to come and 
open the cabinet for them.

3  Mechanical (not electronic) 
digital lock can be instantly 
re-programmed using the 
override key if a member of staff 
is dismissed.

3  Separate work teams can have 
their own cabinets with their 
own individual codes.

3  All cabinets can be keyed-alike on 
the overnight deadlocks, so the 
Supervisor only needs one key to 
lock up with at night.

Tuff-System Cabinets

74 75

Here for the first time ever is a totally 
modular high-security storage system 
designed specifically for golf course and 
ground care facilities.

Any number of Tuff-System cabinets can be 
linked together to provide a total storage 
solution for all your most vulnerable 
equipment. An almost endless choice 
of configurations is available to provide 
dedicated storage for your strimmers, 
hedgecutters, chainsaws, forestry equipment, 
blowers, hover mowers, etc. You can even 
have a cabinet fitted out as a self-contained 
workshop, complete with tool-chest, work-
bench, vice, tool-racks and compressor.

The biggest 
problem with most 
security cabinets is 
that they rely on 
the human factor. 
Someone has to 
remember to lock 
them every single 
time they shut the doors. Unfortunately, 
through the day they often don’t bother. 
And opportunist sneak-thieves know this, 
so that is exactly when they do strike!  

That is why we invented the patent 
pending TuffTek Automatic Self-Locking 
System. We cannot stress the importance of 
this option highly enough.

time they shut the doors. Unfortunately, 

Patent Pending

AUTOMATIC 
SELF-LOCKING

SYSTEM

TuffTekTM
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Tuff-System cabinets take the concept of security to 
a totally new level. They have heavy duty carcases 
and reinforced doors with continuous hinges and 
anti-jemmy rebates plus a highly advanced multi-
point locking system. The unique ASL Automatic 
Self Locking system ensures that the doors are kept 
locked 100% of the time throughout the day, and 
double deadlocks provide extra security over night.  

For situations where there is a high staff-turnover, 
only senior staff need to have keys for locking 
the deadlocks. During the day, access is by an 
automatic digital slam-lock, which can be simply 
re-programmed to a different combination any time 
you have staff changes.

Tuff-System

Configured however you want them...Total security!

SHEER STRENGTH!

Heavy duty 
cabinet carcase for 
maximum security.

Continuous hinges 
totally seal the 
door gap.

Reinforced bracing 
inside doors for 
extra security.

Anti-jemmy 
overlaps and 
rebates all round 
prevent doors 
being forced.

SEVEN-POINT LOCKING

 
 
 

Two high security 5 lever 
dead locks with anti-cut 
rollers.

Automatic slam-lock 
with triple point locking 
instantly locks both 
doors the moment they 
are shut. Foolproof 
security!

 
 

Two shoot bolts on the 
left hand door. A total of 
seven locking points for 
utmost security.

Tuff-System Cabinets

A central divider, with multiple shelves 
on either side provides a totally versatile 
configuration for storing everything from 
machinery to protective clothing.

A full width strimmer rack holds  
up to five strimmers, with plenty  
of room for chainsaws and  
blowers below.

Patent Pending

AUTOMATIC 
SELF-LOCKING

SYSTEM

SECURITY ALERT
Strimmers, Chainsaws and 
Hand Tools are the most 
commonly-stolen items 

from golf courses.

dead locks with anti-cut 

Automatic slam-lock 

NEW

This configuration allows the storage of 
two hover mowers and three strimmers 
plus other equipment such as blowers. 

TuffTekTM

KEEP SAFEORDER NOW!
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Workshop Planning Service

Let the TuffTek Security Design Team do all the 
hard work for you! 

Our team will measure up your facility, look at all 
the equipment you need to store and protect, and 
then come up with a design scheme to provide 
you with the optimum storage solution for your 
equipment.

Workshop security, safety and efficiency all go hand 
in hand together. Let the TuffTek team do you 
a free visual presentation of just how good your 
maintenance facility could look!

A professional design 
service at no cost to you!TuffTek provides a total solution for your 

workshop fit-out requirements including a 
range of top quality British manufactured 
work benches. These are of fully welded 
construction, available in any size required, 
and with a wide range of cabinet and drawer 
options to suit your specific needs.

Solid Strength!
Tuff Bench

SOLID TOP

The solid wood bench top deadens noise 
and vibration, and an outer layer of 
galvanized steel plate creates a durable wipe-
clean working surface.

UNBREAKABLE VICE

Available in 4”, 5”, and 6” sizes, all are 
equipped with a hammering anvil. Made 
from special GS quality steel – guaranteed 
unbreakable for life.

OPTIONS

A wide range of optional accessories 
including cabinets, drawers, and castors 
enable you to specify your benches to your 
exact requirements.

Let the TuffTek Security Design Team do all the 

Our team will measure up your facility, look at all 
the equipment you need to store and protect, and 
then come up with a design scheme to provide 
you with the optimum storage solution for your 

Workshop security, safety and efficiency all go hand 
in hand together. Let the TuffTek team do you 
a free visual presentation of just how good your a free visual presentation of just how good your 

Book a
FREE Security Survey NOW!0113 267 6000

TuffTekTM
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Pick-Up Vault

Protecting your outdoor power equipment from 
opportunist thieves while you are out working 
has always been a nightmare. No longer. The 
unique TuffTek Pick-up Vault has been specially 
designed to provide the highest degree of security 
for strimmers and power tools, whilst giving you 
quick and easy access.

Available in 1.8m (6’) and 1.2m (4’) widths to suit  
a wide range of pick-ups and turf trucks.

Secure yet 
accessible 
Storage for  
pick-up trucks

SLOT FILLERS

The slip-in Slot Fillers protect the 
contents of your Vault from the 
weather, and also from thieving 
fingers!

DIVIDER SYSTEM

The unique removable dividers enable 
you to keep your jerry can, chainsaws 
and strimmers, etc separated for safe 
transit.

SIDE LOCKING

Locks positioned at the ends 
of the Vault give easy access 
without having to climb onto 
your pickup.

SLOT FILLERS DIVIDER SYSTEM SIDE LOCKING

TOTAL VERSATILITY

The Pick-up Vault can be 
configured to take one strimmer 
or two, according to your specific 
requirements.

Keep legal!
Fuel Transport

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

SPILL KIT

UN APPROVED JERRY CAN

Jerry cans must be safely secured, otherwise they could become a flying 
bomb in the event of an accident.
Jerry cans must be safely secured, otherwise they could become a flying 

Regulations regarding transporting and storing fuel are 
becoming much more stringent. By law, the only type of 
can which can be used is one approved to UN1203.  

Providing cans are UN approved and labelled with the 
flammable diamond, the requirements by law are:

•  Driver training in accordance with ADR1.3.

• Carry a 2kg fire extinguisher.

•  Stow the jerry cans securely to avoid damage or loss 
from the vehicle.

There is also the risk of spillage, which could lead to 
fire, explosion or environmental damage. It is highly 
recommended that an absorbent spill kit is kept on board 
every vehicle carrying any form of dangerous liquids.

TuffTek fuel transport vaults 
are available in sizes to take 
from two to six 20ltr Jerry cans.

Dimensions: W1890mm x D640mm x H670mm
W1200mm x D480mm x H460mm

NEW

ORDER NOW

FOR NEXT DAY

DELIVERY

your pickup.

TuffTekTM
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Safes & Key SafesSecure and 
efficient key 
management

SECURITY SAFE 

Being often in remote 
locations, golf and 
sports clubs are very 
vulnerable targets 
for thieves. Ensure 
you protect all your 
cash and valuables 
by keeping them in a 
TuffTek safe.

FIRE SAFE 

A fire is traumatic 
enough, but the 
inconvenience of losing 
all your records and data 
could be immeasurable.   
TuffTek offer a wide 
range of Fire Safes, 
from a very inexpensive 
briefcase, through to full 
filing cabinets that will 
protect all your files.CHEMICAL CABINET

These TuffVault upright cabinets have 
adjustable shelving and fully comply 
with all regulations for storing harmful 
chemicals, pesticides or flammables.

BARROW VAULT
The unique Barrow Vault is a major 
breakthrough in security for site workers.  
It provides immediately useable security 
right where you need it on the job.

CHEMICAL VAULT

Constructed to the same high specification 
as the HD, the TuffVault GOLD series have 
additional features to fully comply with all 
regulations for the safe storage of chemicals 
or flammables.

Tuff Vault

Are all your tractor and mower keys stored 
securely? The TuffTek Key Safe is a total 
key management system, complete with 
100 colour-coded key fobs. By having 
individually-labelled keys, each on their 
own numbered hook, you can visibly check 
that all keys have been removed from their 
machines and returned to the safe at the end 
of the day.

We have a vast range of safes available – 
please ask for further details and options.
0113 267 6000

KEY SAFE

A digital lock enables all 
authorised personnel to 
have immediate access to 
keys, and the code can be 
changed at anytime if you 
have a change of staff.

Tuff vault  
HD tool chest
Built to a very high specification, the TuffVault HD 
range are the ideal vaults for securing general 
tools and equipment.  Extremely strong and 
secure, but also very cost effective, they have 
defeated thieves time and time again.

Keep your insurance 
premiums down!

NEW

TuffTekTM

Phone for a 
full TuffVault 
site storage 
catalogue & 
FREE Legal 

Requirements 
Guide for 

fuel transport 
and chemical 

storage  
0113 267 6000
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